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Let (P) ti + Au =f(u) be a semilinear parabolic equation. If f(0) = 0 and f is of 
class C’ in a neighborhood of 0, then there exists a local center manifold M near 
zero containing all small invariant sets of (P). The purpose of this paper is to prove 
an index product formula relating the homotopy index h(K) of a small isolated 
invariant set K relative to (P) to the homotopy index h,(K) of the same set with 
respect o the equation induced by (P) on the center manifold M. This formula can 
be applied to elliptic BVP with resonance at zero. In particular, earlier results of 
Amann and Zehnder (Ann. Scuola Norm. Sup. Pisa IV 7 (1980), 534603) can be 
obtained under less restrictive assumptions than those used in that paper. Further- 
more, the formula permits applications to cases not discussed in Amann and 
Zehnder’s paper. The applications of the index product formula are given in 
K. P. Rybakowski (Nontrivial solutions of elliptic boundary value problems with 
resonance at zero, Ann. Mat. Pura Appl., to appear). 0 1985 Academic Press, Inc. 
INTRODUCTION 
Suppose that rc is the local semi-flow generated by the solutions of an 
ordinary, a functional or a partial differential equation. If zero is a hyper- 
bolic equilibrium of K with the unstable manifold U of dim U-C co, then 
(0) is an isolated invariant set with homotopy index C” (Z” being the 
homotopy type of an m-sphere with a distinguished base point). 
This well-known result (see [4] for ODES, and [ll, 141 for FDEs and 
PDEs) is of crucial importance in the applications to differential equations. 
It can be used, e.g., to prove the existence of solutions of elliptic equations 
in “nonresonance” cases (see [ 11, 141). 
If zero is not hyperbolic, then there exists a local center manifold near 
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zero which contains all small invariant sets. For ordinary differential 
equations, there is a local homeomorphism at zero which “decouples” the 
equation into parts on the stable, the unstable and the center manifolds, 
respectively. This result, due to Palmer [lo], which generalizes the 
Hartman-Grobman theorem, implies in particular that the index of a small 
invariant set K is the product of C” with the index of K computed relative 
to the center manifold. This fact, observed by Amann and Zehnder [l], 
permits applications of the index to critical cases of resonance at zero. 
It is the aim of this paper to generalize the “index product formula” just 
described to partial differential equations of the form 
CS,) zi+h=f(u). 
Here, A is a sectorial operator on a Banach X, and f: X”+X is a locally 
Lipschitzian mapping, X” being the ccth fractional power space generated 
by A (with O<cc< 1) [7]. 
It is well known [S, 7, 201 that many elliptic boundary value problems 
generate sectorial operators. Moreover, solutions of (S,) generate in an 
obvious way a local semi-flow rc = rcr on X’ [ 143. 
The proof of the product formula given in [ 1 ] cannot be used in the 
present situation, since the Hartman-Grobman theorem is not true for 
one-sided semi-flows, like those generated by FDEs or PDEs. 
Therefore, we use a different argument based on the invariance of the 
index under the continuation of the flow. This argument can be used in the 
same way to prove the index formula for semi-flows generated by FDEs, 
but we shall not bother to demonstrate this. 
In the course of our proof we need the fact that the index of a product of 
two invariant sets is the product of the indices of the factors. This natural 
result is almost trivial for semi-flow on compact spaces [4] but in our non- 
compact situation, more refined topological arguments are needed. They 
are presented in the Appendix. 
Some applications of the product formula appear in [16], generalizing 
earlier results of [ 1, 143. The paper [ 161 also contains an illustration of 
how the index on the center manifold can be computed by using the techni- 
que of asymptotic expansions. 
For the definitions of the concepts needed in the homotopy index theory 
on non-compact spaces, the reader is referred to [6, 11, 141. For more 
information on the homotopy index, see [4, 12, 13, 15, 171. 
Three final remarks are in order: (1) If rc is a local semi-flow on a metric 
space X, and K is an isolated invariant set which admits a strongly x- 
admissible insolating block B (cf. [6] or [14]), then the pair (rc, K) is 
called admissible. 
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(2) If (X, x0) and (Y, JJ,) are two pointed spaces, then their smash 
product is defined as 
(Xx,) * (K Yo)=(Xx W(hl)x yuxx {Yo)) 
(cf. [4] or [19]). 
To simplify the notation, we will omit the base points and write X A Y to 
denote the smash product. 
(3) For i= 1,2, let rri be a local semi-flow on the metric space Xi. Let 
D be the set of all (t, (xi, x1)) E R + x (A’, xX,) such that both xi z1 t and 
x,n,t are defined. For (t, (xi, x2)) ED set: 
It is trivial to see that n1 x 7r2 is a local semi-flow on Xi x Xz, called the 
product of n1 with 7~~. 
MAIN RESULT 
We will start by recalling a few existence results for local invariant 
manifolds near zero: 
THEOREM 1 (see Theorem 6.2.1 and Corollary 6.2.2 in [7]). Suppose A 
is sectorial in X, 0 d CI < 1, U is a neighborhood of zero in X”, f: iJ+ X is d$ 
ferentiable, f’ is Lipschitz continuous and f(0) = 0. Let L = A -f ‘(0) and 
assume that a(L)n {Al re AGO> is a finite set, isolated in o(L). Let 
X = X1 0 X2 $X3 be the corresponding decomposition of X into L-invariant 
subspaces Xi, j= 1,2, 3, such that re o(L,) = 0, re o(L,) < 0, re a(L,) > 0 
(L,= L,IX,, j= 1,2, 3), and let dim (X, +X,) < 00. Then there exist open 
convex neighborhoods Vi of zero in X;” = x” n Xi, j= 1,2, 3, such that 
V = V, @ V2 0 V, c U and there exist two continuously differentiable map- 
pings 4: V, @ VI+ V3 and p: VI-+ Vz satisfying the following properties: 
(a) 4’(x, + X2)CLXI + L2x2 - El g(x, +x2, #(Xl +x2)) 
-E2 Ax, +x2,4(x, +x2)11 
= L,dx, + ~2) - 4 Ax, + x2 + 4(x1 + ~2)) 
(0) p’(x,)CL,x,--E,g(x,+p(xl)+~(x,+p(x,))l 
=L,P(x,)--EZ~X,+P(XI)+~(XI+P(XI))) 
(Y) WI +x2)=O(llx* +x,ll3 as x, +x2-+0 in X’. 
P(xl)=wlxlIIf) as x1-+0 in X”. 
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Here g(u) =f(u) -f'(O) * u, and Ej is the projection of X onto Xj, j= 1, 2, 3, 
induced by the above direct sum decomposition. 
Remark. The mapping 4 defines a so-called local center-unstable 
manifold 
M,,= {x1+x2+4(x, +x*)lx,E V*,XzE v>. 
The proof of the existence of 4 follows the same lines as that of 
Theorem 6.2.1 and Corollary 6.2.2 in [7]; cf. also Theorem 1 in Chapter 2 
of [2] and Theorem 2.11 in Chapter 9 of [3]. 
Given the mapping 4, we consider, on the one hand, the equation 
ti + Lu = g(u), ME v (1) 
generating a local semi-flow n on V, and, on the other hand, the reduced 
equation 
= E, 0, +x2 + #(XI + 4) + E2 dx, +xz + 01 +x2)). (2) 
Since X, @X2 is finite dimensional, (2) is an ordinary differential equation 
generating a local semi-flow rr) on VI 0 Vz. 
Applying to this reduced equation the center manifold theorem (e.g., 
Theorem 2.2 in Chapter 9 of [3]) we obtain the mapping p having the 
desired properties. The set {x, + p(xr )(x1 E V} is a local center manifold for 
the reduced equation (2). 
We thus obtain the following corollary: 
COROLLARY 1. If p and q5 are as in Theorem 1, then define 
~(x1)=P(xl)o~(xl+P(xl)). 
Then [: VI-t V, Q V, is continuously differentiable and 
Proof This follows by a simple differentiation using (a) and (8) of 
Theorem 1. 
5 defines the set M,= {x, +5(x1)1x1 E VI} called a local center manifold 
for (1). 
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Consider another reduced equation 
1, + L,x, = El dx, + 5(x,)), XlE VI 
generating a local semi-flow rc5 on V,. 
With these preliminaries, we can state our main result: 
(3) 
THEOREM 2. Let the hypotheses (and, consequently, the assertions) of 
Theorem 1 hold, and let 5 be as in Corollary 1. Then there exist open and 
bounded neighbourhoods Wjc V, of zero in XT, j= 1,2,3, such that the 
following properties hold 
If K, c W, is isolated (in V,) and x5-invariant, then 
Iy”1= {x1 + ((x,)1x, E K,} is an isolated (in V) and Z- 
invariant set. 
Moreover, both h(n, K) and h(7cs, K,) are defined and 
h(n, K) = h(n<, KS) A Z” (4) 
where m = dim X, . 
(8) Zf Kc W is isolated (in V) and n-invariant, then 
K, = E, Kc WI is isolated (in V,) and nc-invariant and 
K= ix, + &1)1x1 EK& 
Moreover, h(n, K) and h(7cr, K,) are defined and (4) holds. 
Before proceeding to the proof of Theorem 2, let us note the following 
trivial but very useful result: 
PROPOSITION 1. Let X and % be metric spaces and let z (resp. fi) be a 
local semtflow on X (resp. on R). 
Suppose that there is a homeomorphism T: X + 8 such that for every x E X 
and t E R + xrct is defined tf and only zf (T(x)) itt is defined and then (T(x)) 
7% = T(xnt). 
Under this hypothesis, whenever (71, K) is admissible, then (Z, T(K)) is 
admissible and then 
h(n, K) = h(il, T[K]). 
The rest of this section will be devoted to the proof of Theorem 2. 
Let us first note that by taking appropriate subsets of Vi, if necessary, 
and substituting them for Vi, we may assume w.1.o.g. that g is bounded 
on V. 
Let us further remark that since X1 and X, are finite-dimensional vector 
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spaces it follows that XT = X, and X; = X2 and the norm on X;, i = 1,2, 
induced by x” is equivalent to the norm induced by X. 
Let us first define T: V+ Xy x X; x X; as 
T(u)= T(x,Ox204= (~1, x2, x3-4(x, +x2)). 
It is obvious that 8= T[ V] is open in Xy x X; x X; and that T: V+ v is a 
homeomorphism. 
Define the local semi-flow it on P to be the image of rr under T, i.e., 
T(u) 3 = T(mt). It is easy to see that ii is the local semi-flow generated by 
the solutions of the system 
Here 
i,+ L,x1=~1(x,, x29 Y3) 
4 + L2x2 = N*(x, 7 x2, Y3) (5) 
lj3+L,Y,=N,(x,,X29 Y3). 
Ni(xl, x2, y,)=E,gT-‘(x,, x2, y3) for i= 1, 2 
and 
N3blY x2, Y3) = @(Xl + XZ)CE3 gb1 +x2 + 01 +x2)) 
-& d-h x2, ~3)1+ E3 gT- ‘(x1, ~2, ~3) 
-& g(x, +x2 + #(Xl + -4). 
Now define the transformation 
S: V,0V,+X1xX2 byS(x,@x,)=(x,,x,-p(x,)). 
Again, it is easily seen that Y = S[ V, 0 F’,] is open in X1 x X2 and S is a 
homeomorphism of V1 @ V, onto Y. 
We denote by (xi, y2) generic points of Y. Let it, be the image of rc+ 
under the map S. Then W, is easily seen to be the local semi-flow on Y 
generated by the solutions of the system 
i1+ LX’ = Ml(Xl, v2) 
P2 + L2 Y2 = M2bI 7 Y2) 
where 
(6) 
~l(Xl~ Y2) = El &1+ Y2 + P(Xl) +4(x1 + Y2 + P(Xl))) 
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MAX,, Y2) = P’(X,)CE, g(x, +5(x,)) 
--El a&, + ~2 + P(x,) + 4(x,+ ~2 + ~(x,)))l 
+E2 dx, + ~2 + P(x,) + 0, + ~2 + P(x,))) 
-6 Ax, + &I)). 
Since a(L) n {IJre a(A) 6 0} is a finite set, isolated in o(L), it follows that 
for some 6 >O, re CJ(L~) < -6 and re a(&) >6. Therefore, by 
Theorem 1.5.3 in [7], there are constants C, y > 0 such that 
Ile pLz’~21/ 6 Ce + J’r llx211 for x,EX~, t<O (7) 
/lepL3’x311 <Cepy’IIx311 for x,EX,, t z 0. (8) 
Here, II 11 is the norm on X. 
Define the following homotopies (for z E [0, 11): 
Nj(Wl3 x2, Y3) = Nj(X, > x2, (1 - 5) Y3h j= L2,3, 61, x2, Y3)E v 
Mj(z)(x19 Y2)="j(x13 t1 -z) Y2), j= I,% (XI, Y2)E y. 
By the definition of Nj, Mj and the convexity of Vi, i= 1, 2, 3, it follows 
that Nj(z) (resp. M,(z)) is a well-defined locally Lipschitzian mapping from 
P into X,, j = 1,2, 3 (resp. from Y into Xi, j = 1, 2). 
Consider the equations 
ii-l + L,x, = N,(z)(x,, ~2, ~3) 
4 + L2x2 = N2(~)@1, x2, ~3) (9,) 
A + L, ~3 = N3(~)(~1r ~29 ~3) 
i1+ Lx, = M,(~)(X,, Y2) 
Y2 + L2 Y2 = MZ(T)(XIP Y2)* 
We then have the following: 
(10,) 
LEMMA 1. There are open balls mi at zero in Xi, i = 1, 2, 3, and con- 
stants C,,p>Osuch that qicVi, i=l,2,3, ~=W,~~~x~~cPand 
such that for all z E [0, 11, t, t, E R, t 2 t,, the following properties hold: 
(a) If s + (xl(s), x2(s), y3(s)) is a solution of (9,) on 
[to, t] lying in @for SE [to, t], then 
(11) 
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(8) Ifs-t (x,(s), y2(s)) is a solution of(10,) on [to, t] 
lying in iTI x tt, for s E [to, t], then 
II~~(f~)ll ~Cle+~(‘0-‘)IIy2(f)lI. (12) 
Moreover, ifxiE tVj, i= 1,2, then $(x1 +x,)E IV3 and p(xl)E I&. 
Proof of Lemma 1. Since g, 4 E C’ and g(0) = 0, 4(O) = 0, g’(0) = 0, 
d’(O) = 0, it follows that for every E > 0 there is a S(E), 0 <a(s) <s/2, such 
that the function E --* 8(&) is increasing, lim,,, 8(s) =0 and such that 
(writing Bi(a) = (x E X:1 llxlja <u}): 
IM’(x, +X,)lla~E for xiEBi(B(s)), i= 1,2 (13) 
llP’(Xl)ll GE for x1 E Bi(h(s)) (14) 
Ilg(x,+X2+X3)-g(~*+~22+~,)IIdE 1 llxi-iillaEBi(6(E))9 
i=l 
for x,, Zifz Bi(8(e)), i= 1, 2, 3. (15) 
Let E > 0 be fixed and such that Bi(s) c Vi for i = 1,2, 3. Later on, we will 
impose additional conditions on E. 
Let 6 := b(s). There is a 6, < 6/2 such that 4(x, +x2)~B3(S/2) and 
p(xl)eB2(b/2) for xiEBi(S,), i= 1,2. 
It follows that if xi~Bi(6,), i= 1,2, y3~Bi(6r), then ~1 +x2+ 
(1 -z) y3c V and from (13) and (15): 
IIN3(~)(X,, x2, Y3)II = IIN,(x,, x2, (1 -7) YJII 
6 IIW, +x*)lla. llJ5311. Ilg(x, +x2+&, +x2)) 
- ‘el +x2 + (1 -T) Y3 + 4(x1 + xz))ll 
+Il~3Il~II~(~~+~2+(~-Z)y3+~(X~+X2)) 
- .dXl +x2 + 4(x1 + %))ll 
GE2 ll~3II~ IIY3lla+& IIE3ll IIY3lla. (16) 
Moreover, if x1 E B,(6,) and y2 E B2(8r) then x1 + ( y2 + p(xr)) E V, 0 I/,, 
hence (xi, y2) E Y, and from (14), (16) we obtain (using the equivalence of 
the norms II IId and II I/ on X7 = Xi, i= 1,2) 
IIM3(7)(XI, Y2)ll = IW,(x,, (1 -r) Y*)ll 
G IIP’(XI)ll llE2Il IlAx, + P(Xl) + 4(x1+ P(Xl))) 
-g(x1+P(x,)+(1--)Y*+~(x1+P(xI)))II 
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+ llE2ll lIg(x, +P(x,)+(l -t) Y2+0, +dx,))) 
- g(x, + Pbl) +4(x1 + P(X,)))ll 
cc2 IIJUI IlY,lI.+E II&II llY,ll. 
6 W* IMI + d& Il~~I/ 1 Il~,ll. 
Here d is such that 
IlAla G d IIYII for all YE.X:+X;. 
Define m,=B,(S,), i= 1, 2, 3. 
Now let s + (x1(s), x*(s), am), s E [to, t], be a solution of (9,) lying in 
@ for all SE [t,, f]; also let s--t (x1(s), y*(s)), SE [to, t], be a solution of 
(10,) lying in W, x IV* for s E [to, t]. 
Then, from the variation of constants formula we obtain, using (7), (8) 
and Theorem 1.4.3 in [7], 
and 




lly&)11 G C~+‘(‘“~f)IIYzo)ll 
+c[~~~+YC’U-~J IIW~)(xl(s), ~z(s))ll ds I 
<Ce+y(‘op’)lly2(r)l/ +e”~~ioe+y’S~~)~~~2(s)~~ ds. (19) 
Here, i,, i are arbitrary elements of [to, t], E’ = E* (IE,II + E IIEJ, 
E” = dc2 )I E2 I( + de II E, (I, and C, is a constant depending only on L3 and cc 
Now, apply Gronwall’s Lemma to (19); moreover, apply Lemma 7.1.1, 
p. 188 in [7] to u(i)=eYiIIy3(i)lla. Then we obtain constants C,, q>O 
such that 
Ily3(t)ll.<C, II~3(tO)(l~e~Y(‘-‘0)e4(‘-‘0) (20) 
Ily2(tO)II <Cl Ily2(t)l) e-r(r-‘o)e”“(‘-‘o) (21) 
C, is independent of y,, yX, t,, t and q= (E’. r(l -cl))“‘-‘, where r is the 
gamma function. Choose E so small that y - E” > p > 0 and y - q > p > 0 for 
some ,u. 
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Then (20) and (21) imply (11) and (12), respectively. 
The lemma is proved. 
LEMMA 2. Let w be as in Lemma 1. Suppose that fl (resp. R,) is a 
closed set in X, x X,x X; (resp. in X, x X,), flc p (resp. #, c @‘, x m*), 
and let E(r) (resp. ii+(z)) be the local semi-flow on r (resp. on F, x P,) 
generated by the solutions of (9,) (resp. (10,)). 
Then m is {jt(z,)} d -a missible (resp. fl, is {E,(T,,))-admissible) for every 
sequence {z”} c [0, 11. 
Furthermore, ii(z) does not explode in fl (resp. ii6(z) does not explode in 
R,) for z E [0, 11. 
Finally, let &(z) (resp. &(z)) be the largest E(z)-invariant set in fi (resp. 
the largest i?,(z)-invariant set in fi,). Then i?((z) c RI x qt, x (0) (resp. 
&(?) c IF’1 x (0)). 
Proof of Lemma 2. Let m be closed in X, x X, x X0;, flcz @, and let fl, 
be closed in X, x Xz, fl, c @, x @,. Take an arbitrary sequence { 7,) t 
[0, l] and set rc,, = it(z,). 
We will first show that m is {x,)-admissible. In fact, let (tn} c R+ and 
{z,} c N be such that t, --* cc and z,n,[O, t,] c fi. Writing z,n,,t = (x;(t), 
x;(t), y;(t)), we obtain from (11): 
Hence )I y;(t,)ll, + 0. Moreover, since X, x X1 is finite dimensional and 
both {x;W and {-f&)1 are bounded, it follows that there is a sub- 
sequence of (x;(t,), x;(t,,)), denoted by the same symbol (x;(t,), x;(t,,)), 
which converges to some (x1, x2) E X, x X,. 
Hence z,rr;, --t (x,, x2, 0) and as fi is closed in X, x X, x X;, we have 
(x,, x2, 0) EN. This proves that R is {n(t,))-admissible. That fi+ is 
fn+(r,)}-admissible follows trivially from the fact that X, xX2 is finite 
dimensional and #, is bounded. The second assertion of the lemma follows 
immediately from the results of Section 2 in [14]. 
Now let g(r) be the largest i(t)-invariant set in fl, and let F#(r) be the 
largest it,(z)-invariant set in fi,. We will first prove that K(r) t m, x 
qz x (0). In fact, if z E K(r) then there is a full solution t + a(t) of (9,) such 
that a(O) = z and o(t) c g(r) c R for all t E R. Writing a(t) = (xl(t), x,(t), 
y3(t)) we obtain from Lemma 1 for every to, t E R, to < t 
Letting t, + --CC we see that (I y3(t)ll, = 0 for all t E R, thus proving 
Q(t) c Fv, x Iv* x (0). 
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Similarly, let t + c?(t) be a full solution of (10,) such that c?(t) = (x,(t), 
y2(t))~&(r) for t E R. Taking to, t arbitrary, t, < t, we obtain from (12) 
IIyz(to)ll ~Cle+~“‘o~“II~z(t)ll <Clc51e+~(‘o~‘). 
Taking t + +cc we obtain IIy2(tO)JI =O. Hence &(r)c Wt, x {0}, as 
claimed. 
The lemma is proved. 
We can now complete the proof of Theorem 2. 
Choose Wi to be small open balls at zero in X; for which Cl W,c Vi, 
i= 1,2,3, such that T[Cl W, 0 Cl W, @Cl W,] c W and S[Cl W, @ 
ClW,]c@“,xW~,andsuchthat~[W,@W,]cW,andp[W,]cW,. 
Let W= W, @ W, 0 W,. 
We first prove (a) of Theorem 2. 
Let K, c W, be an isolated (in V,), ns-invariant set. Then, by 
Corollary 1 it is easily seen that 
is n-invariant. 
Being isolated in Vi, K, is, by definition, closed in V,. But since the 
closure Cl W, of W, in X, is in V, , it follows that Kc is closed in Xi. Hence 
there exists a set B, closed in Xi, Bc W,, such that B is an isolating (in 
V, ) neighbourhood of K,. 
Let N = B@ Cl W, 0 Cl W,. Then N is closed in X’, and, by our 
assumptions, K is in the interior of N relative to the topology of x”. Hence 
K is in the interior of N relative to I’. To prove that N is an isolating 
neighbourhood of K, it therefore suffices to show that K = K’, where R is 
the largest rc-invariant set in N. Obviously Kc K’. By the definition of T 
and ii it follows that fl= T[N] is closed in X, x X, x X’$ k = T[K’] is a 72- 
invariant set and mc @‘. Now use Lemma 2: since 5(O) = it, it follows that 
p = E(O) c W, x Wz x (0). Hence whenever x1 +x2 +x3 E R, then 
x3 = &x1 + 4. 
Therefore Kb = {xi + xzlxl + x2 + &xi +x2) E K’J is nn,-invariant and 
cb c B@ Cl W,. Obviously S[BQ Cl W,] = #, is closed in X1 x X, and 
N+ c W1 x Wz. Again from Lemma 2 we conclude that p6 = SC&] c 
W, x (0). Hence for every x, +x2 E K4 it follows that x2 = p(xi) and con- 
sequently K; = {xi/x, + p(x,) + 4(x, + p(xi)) E K’} is rrs-invariant. But 
since K; c B, it follows that K; = K<. It follows that K’ = K and this proves 
that N is an isolating neighbourhood of K. 
Let K(r) be the largest it(r)-invariant set in fl= T[N]. By Proposition 1, 
&O)=K= T[KJ. By Lemma 2, z(r), W, x Wz x (0) and therefore x(r) 
is easily seen to be independent of z, i.e., K(r) = T[K] = R for every 
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r E [0, 11. Therefore N is an isolating neighbourhood of K(r), for every 
z E [O, 11. 
Using this fact, Lemma 2 and results in [14], it is easily seen that the 
map @: z + (2(z), K(r)) is Y-continuous. Therefore it follows from the 
invariance of the index under continuation (see, e.g., [6]) that 
h(it(O), JqO))=h(E(l), R(1)). (22) 
Let Kd = (xi + p(x,)lx, E K,} and k, = {(x1, p(x,))lx, E K,}. Then, 
obviously, z= 2, x (0). Moreover, it is immediate that E( 1) = 72, x x3, 
where tis is the image of n9 under the homeomorphism x1 Ox, + (x1, x,), 
and n3 is the local semi-flow on V3 generated by the solutions of 
&+LJy,=o. (23) 
Using (7) we conclude from Lemma 2.0 in [14] that h(q, {O})=C”. 
Hence by Corollary A, 
/2(7?(l), R, x {O})=h(& B,) A CO=&?& d,). (24) 
Here we used the obvious fact that (Y, yo) A Co is homeomorphic to 
(Y, yo), for every pointed space (Y, yo). 
Using Proposition 1 we obtain from (22) and (24) 
h(qK)=h(E,@=h(jt(O),&O))= &?(l),&(O)) 
=h(B,, RI I= W,, &I. (25) 
Consider now the map t+k z + (it$(z), &(z)), where EJr) is the largest 
E-Jr)-invariant set in fib = S[B@Cl IV,]. As before, it follows that 
f$w c y’1 x (01 and therefore &(r) is independent of r, i.e., R+(r)= 
K,(O) = K4 = S[KJ = K, x (0). It follows again that $ is an Y-continuous 
mapping. Hence, as before, 
WqO), J&J = wgl), Q). (26) 
But &( 1) = rcE x rc2, where n2 is the local semi-flow on V, generated by the 
solutions of 
j2+L*y*=O. (27) 
Using (8) we conclude from Lemma 2.0 of [14] that h(q, (0)) =Z:“, 
where m = dim X,. 
Hence we obtain from (25), (26), Corollary A and Proposition 1 that 
h(~,,K,)=h(~~,~~)=h(7?,(0),~~)= h(Z+(l),&)=h(lt,, K,) AZ”. (28) 
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Equations (25) and (28) imply 
h(n, K) = h(?T<, K<) A C” 
i.e., formula (4). 
Part (M) of Theorem 2 is proved. 
To prove part (p), let Kc W be an isolated (in V) and x-invariant set. 
Hence, by definition, K is closed in V. But since Cl WC I’, it follows that K 
is closed in X’. Hence there is a set N, closed in X”, N c Cl W, such that N 
is an isolating neighbourhood of K. Let It= T[ N] and g= T[K]. Using 
the same arguments as those in the proof of part (a), we prove that for 
every xi +x2+x3 E K, it follows that x2 = p(x,) and x3 = #(x1 + p(xi)), i.e., 
x, +x2 +x3 =x, + <(x,). Hence it follows that K, = E, K is a n,-invariant 
set, isolated in Vi, and K= {x1 + t(x,)lx, E K,}. 
Therefore the rest of part (/I) follows from part (CI) and the theorem is 
proved. 
APPENDIX 
Suppose that for i = 1,2, Bi is a compact space and Ai is a closed sub- 
space of Bi. Then the pointed spaces B/A and B,/A, A Bz/A2 are 
homeomorphic, where 
B=B,xB2 and A=A,xB,vB,xA2 
(cf. [4]). This result is related to the fact that in the category of compact 
pointed spaces, the smash product is associative, i.e., X, A (X, A X,) is 
homeomorphic to (X, A X,) A X, (with a base-point-preserving 
homeomorphism). (See Theorem 6.2.33 in [S].) 
Although compactness of all the spaces involved is not necessary, neither 
of the two results holds in general. In fact, the second statement is easily 
seen to be a logical consequence of the first, and it is well known (cf., e.g., 
[Zl ] ) that the smash product is not associative, in general. 
However, if the spaces (Xi, xi), i= 1,2,3, have non-degenerate base 
points, i.e., if the inclusions {xi} c Xi are cotibrations for i = 1,2, 3, then 
the pointed spaces X, A (X, A X,) and (Xi A A’,) A X3 are of the same 
homotopy type (cf. [21]). 
This suggests that if Bi is a general topological space but Ai c Bi is a 
cofibration for i= 1,2, then B/A and B,/A, A BJA, have the same 
homotopy type. 
The latter statement is the contents of Theorem A below: 
THEOREM A. For i = 1,2, let Bi be a topological space and Ai c Bi be 
closed in Bi. 
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Suppose that the inclusion A i c Bi is a cofibration for i = 1, 2. Write 
Y= (4 xB,)ItA, xB,uB, x A,), Y,= CAIXBZUBI xA,l 
Zi = Bi/Ai, zi= [Ai] for i= 1, 2. 
Then the pointed spaces (Y, y,,) and (Z,, zl) A (Z,, z2) are of the same 
homotopy type. 
Remark. Recall that if B is a topological space and A c B is closed in B, 
then the inclusion A c B is a cofibration if and only if there are continuous 
mappings D: B x [0, 1 ] + B and 4: B + [0, 1 ] such that: 
(1) D(x,O)=x for all x E B 
(2) D(a, t) = a for all aEA and tE [0, l] 
(3) &‘(l)=A and DW’(O, 11~ {l}kA 
(cf. Exercise E 6 in Chapter I of [ 181). 
Proof: Let I= [0, 11. Assume first that Ai# @, i= 1,2. Choose Di: 
B, x I + Bi, 4;: Bi + 1, i = 1, 2, satisfying the above properties (l)-(3). 
Letp:BlxB,+Y, 
qi: Bi -+ Zi, i= 1,2 
q:z,xz2-+(z1xz2)/((z,}xz2uzIx{z2}) =:z 
be the canonical identification maps. 
For (xi, x2) E B, x B, let 
gttx1, x*)) = qttq,(x,), q2tx2)) E z. 
Then there is a unique continuous base-point-preserving mapping 2: Y + Z 
such that 2 0 p = g. 
f((q1@,), q&d) = p((D,(x,, l), Dz(xz> 1))). 
It is easily seen that f is well defined. 
We will now prove that f is continuous. 
Since ei defined by tji(x) = qiDi(x, 1) maps Ai onto zi, there is a unique 
continuous map tji: Zi +Zisuch that Gio qi=$i, i=l,2. Let C,={(<,, 
L)EZ~ xZA~~(~~)~ l/2 or J2tL>21> 
G= (ttl, t2)~Z1 x&I$~(~~)G~ and $A5dGi)- 
Since tji, i = 1, 2, is continuous, C1 and C2 are closed in Z1 x Zz. 
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Letf.=flCi, i= 1,2. 
Obviously f,(r,, ?j2) E y,, hence fi is continuous. Since q1 x q2 maps the 
set ((x,, x~)EB, x B,l~+G,(xi)<$, $z(xz)<$) homeomorphically onto Cz, 
it follows that fS is continuous. 
Hence, obviously, f is continuous. 
Now, there is a unique continuous base-point-preserving map fo q = f: 
We will show that f is a homotopy inverse of g. 
Let Z= [0, l] and 
H:(B,xB,)xZ-+ Y 
H((x,, 4, t) = P(P,(x,, ~1, D,(xz, t))). 
By 0.8 Proposition in [ 19, p. 31, H induces a continuous map 
H’: YxZ+ Y such that 
H’(P((x,, x,)1, 2) = H((x,, 4, ~1. 
H’ is, of course, base point preserving. Furthermore, for (xi, x2) E B, x B2 : 
Hencef o g-Id,,. 
Now, since Di(a, t) E a for a E Ai, there is a unique continuous map k;: 
ZixZ+Zi such that ki(qj(x), t) = q,(D,(x, t)), i = 1,2. (We use 0.8 
Proposition in [ 191 for that.) 
Define A: (Z, x Z,) x I+ Z as ff((51, 5d, t) = q(k,(tl,, ~1, ML ~1). 
Then there exists a continuous map 81: Z x Z -+ Z such that 
Z? is base-point preserving. 
Moreover, if r, = ql(xl), t2 = q2(x2), we have: 
~(q(51,52),o)=mt1.52), o)=q(tl, 52) 
&AL 521, l)=fi((L <A, l)=q(q,(D,(x,, l)hqz(Dz(x,, 1))) 
= g o f(d513 52)). 
Hence g 0 f-Id,. This proves that f is a homotopy inverse of g, and 
hence the Theorem is proved for A i # a/, i = 1,2. 
Consider now the general case, and to this end, define spaces Bi, sets ai, 
and mappings fi,, ii as follows: 
IfAi#@, thenlet Ai=Ai,Bi=Bi,Bi=Di,$i=#i, i=l,2. 
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If Ai=@, let pi$Bi be a point, Ai= {pi}, Bi=Biu {p} (with the sum 
topology). 
B,(x, t) =x for xEEi, tEI 
Obviously bi, 7, satisfy conditions (l)-(3) in the remark above, hence 
A”i c Bj is a cofibration for i = 1,2. 
Now, by what has been proved so far, we get that (F, Jo) and (.??r, zr) A 
(zz, &?*) are of the same homotopy type, where 
F= (B, x &)/(A”, x B* u B, x A2), po= [A”, x&J& XAJ 
2, = B/J&, zi= [a,], for i= 1, 2. 
But note that, by the definition of Bi/Ai, (Zi, Zi) = (Zi, Zi). .Assume now 
that, say, A, = 0. Then 
Hence P is clearly homeomorphic to (B, x &)/(Br x AZ) (with the base- 
point-preserving inclusion induced homeomorphism). 
This proves Theorem A for A, = 0, A, # 0. 
The same proof works for A2 = 0, AI # 0. 
If A1=j21=A2, then 
for some p #B, x B,. Hence the theorem is true, again. 
The proof is complete. 
Theorem A yields the following corollary, expressing the fact that the 
index of a product is the product of indices. 
COROLLARY A. For i= 1,2, let rci be a local semi-flow on the metric 
space Xi and le’t Ki be an isolated x,-invariant set such that (xi, Ki) is 
admissible. 
Then (x1 x x2, K1 x K2) is admissible and 
h(n1 x ~2, K, x K2) = h(n1, K,) A h(nz, K2). 
SO5/56/3-9 
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Proof For i= 1, 2 there is a strongly q-admissible isolating block Bi 
for Ki. Hence 
h(ni, Ki) = CBJB; Ih for i=l,2 
where [ Ih denotes the homotopy type and B; is the set of all strict 
egress and bounce-off points of Bj (see, e.g., [6]). 
Therefore B = B, x B2 is easily seen to be a strongly rtl x q-admissible 
isolating block for K, x K, with 
B-=B; xB,vB,xB,. 
Hence (xl x q, K1 x K2) is admissible and 
NE, x 7~2, K, x Kz) = [B/B- Ih 
Now it follows from the proof of Lemma 12 in [17] that the inclusion 
B; c Bi, i= 1, 2, is a cotibration. Therefore Theorem A implies the desired 
result. 
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